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Native petroglyphs chiseled into stone...
are pieces of humanity that never die.
Todd Wilkinson

Tucked in among the arches and the reefs, hundreds of panels of rock art are displayed on the walls of Utah’s
winding canyons— painted, pecked, and drawn by Native American image-makers during the prehistoric past.
Many of the most striking rock art panels were created by Utah's first artists, Western Archaic hunters and gatherers (ca. 6,750 b.c.e. – c.e. 400) . And while we do not know their name for themselves, we call their painting
style the Barrier Canyon style (BCS).
Utah’s collection of rock art styles rank among the best in the United States (and the World)—in numbers, in depth of time, and in aesthetic quality. From an estimated twelve apparent styles of Utah rock art, the
Barrier Canyon style is generally recognized as the state’s premier prehistoric art form.
Barrier Canyon Style
Even when considered on a global scale, the Barrier Canyon style is a remarkable body of visual images.
Like some of the European cave painters, many Barrier Canyon image-makers were true artists and a few were
exceptional artists. The images display an impressive range of painting technique and grasp of a number of
ideas or issues integral to painting (defining form, underpainting, incising and pecking, use of motifs and pattern units, and composing). This remarkable breadth of interests was not to be seen again, among the painters in
Utah, until the 1960’s work of the late Don Olsen—with his version of the American Abstract Expressionist aesthetic.
Within the Barrier Canyon style there are three types of anthropomorphic or human-like images: the

dominant figure, in size and numbers, is called the
spirit figure. The last two types, the citizen figure and
the composite figure, constitute only a small percent
of the BCS figures.
Spirit Figures
The spirit figures are often without arms and legs.
However at some sites, spirit figures might have a
snake attached to their shoulder or a small extension
from its shoulder. Some may have arms, sometimes
hands and legs as well, occasionally, just legs and
feet. Often, they will be represented holding a snakeform in their hands and, occasionally, several snakes.
And, some spirit figures may have large, oversized
and, often, vacant eyes.
Barrier Canyon style rock art images are found in a territory
Composite Figures
(marked in yellow) primarily in Utah with some in western ColComposite figures consist of mixed body parts
orado and northern Arizona (roughly 235 miles, north to south,
from different species such as human, sheep, snake,
by 135 miles, east to west). Red indicates area of greatest concentration.
bird, plants and unidentified beings. These figures are
thought to represent beings that have access to the
spiritual as well as the physical world (spiritual realm via the animal forms and the physical via the human
form). These types of figures are generally associated with Shamanism— humankind’s earliest recognized spiritual manifestation.

Parallel Line Motif
The earliest known visual images made by humans are pairs of arched lines, wavy lines and zig-zag
lines (at about 300,000 b.c.e. in Europe). These forms are part of a family of symbolic images known as the
water symbols. Although they appear to be abstract, or non-representational, they are probably stylized (modified) representations of rain or water and symbolize the renewal of life or rebirth. The pairing or multiplying of
lines is thought to suggest abundance and potency. Part of the family of water symbols is the wavy snake form.
Snake Form
The snake is a sacred being to many primary cultures, such as the Pueblo Indians. Snakes frequent the riparian areas (springs, streams, rivers) as do almost all wild beings. Their wriggly form appears similar to the
winding courses of streams and rivers. They can penetrate the earth (go into the underworld) through holes and
spaces between rocks. And importantly, they shed their skins each year, renewing themselves as many other life
forms do each spring.
Shamanism
The intimate association between some spirit figures and animal, snake, and bird forms is considered, by
scholars, to be sure signs that shamanism was part of the Archaic Barrier Canyon culture (as it was with all
early hunting and gathering peoples). Shamanism is the earliest known spiritual manifestation and its origin is
thought to be prior to 50,000 b.c.e. Important philosophical concepts associated with Judaism and Christianity
are also thought to have originated with the early shamans. The belief that the spirit and the physical body are
distinct entities; identification of a supreme spiritual being; and the division of the world into three levels—the
upper world (heaven), the middle world (earth), and the lower world (hell) are probably the most familiar ideas.
Project And Photographs
The photographs in this exhibition were selected from the ongoing documentation of Barrier Canyon

style rock art by the BCS PROJECT. Alarmed by the deterioration of Utah’s prehistoric rock art and understanding that there was no effort to record the totality of what was left of the State’s premiere ancient rock art styles;
the BCS PROJECT (a non-profit organization) was formed by David Sucec and Craig Law. Law, the PROJECT
photographer, is a distinguished regional documentary and fine art photographer and Professor of Art in the Department of Art at Utah State University, Logan. Sucec is an independent artist and scholar and lives in Salt
Lake City.
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